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Question you spoke a while ago of gaining men animals and plants from filaria at the time of itu2019s blowing up i understand that there was a lot of devastation on
our moon and the planet mars at this time because they were in conjunction with us did we gain any men or plant life or animal life at this time from these two places
Answer yes the planet mars was in conjunction at the time of explosion of the planet filaria we did not gain any human life from the moon at that time we did gain
some plant life from the moon however these were in the form of small bulb life such as the lilly of the valley which came to us in several varieties and that which is
now familiar to us as bamboo these plants came however from the third universe originally from the planet monsa
Mars is a little different story many of the men speaku00acing of an original population of about twenty five million on mars about twenty three million of those have
scattered throughout the solar system and live on various planets including a few a couple million or more here on the planet kalarana the remaining probably less
than three million people on mars have gone underground where you still find some water and atmosphere they live in elongated underground cities we gained quite a
bit of plant life from mars such as the larger bulb like plants inu00accluding our tulips narcissus crocus etc we also got our apples and pears from mars of course they
have been developed into hundreds of species but they found their origin there the animals that came pretty much as a group are cows and bulls they always seem to
be together the goats that includes the various species here of other ecleft hooved animals but not the pig it came from filaria again there were not as many species as
there are now the cows and the goats were pretty well separated but other cleft hooved animals such as the mountain goat and sheep and many many others arose
out of those animals
So you are right we did gain a few people and quite a few varieties of tulips and other bulb plants pears and apples goats and cows and so forth came from mars
smaller bulb plants such as the lilly of the valley and the plant bamboo which we have derived many species of came from the moon those things came from planets
other than filaria
Question i do not like to change the subject but could you tell us what these flying saucers are and what they are doing here how they are made and just tell us all
about them
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